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Against the 
Social Discount Rate 

TYLER COWEN AND 

DEREK PARFIT 

Whe:n deciding how to usc resources, or to protect the: 
environnaent, or when selecring other potides with long
term coosequences, governments and the:ir advisers often 
use a social discount rate. With such a rate, possible costs 
and benefits are assumed to be less imponant if they would 
come further in the future. Such a discoullt rate applies 
1101: only to the: costs and bencfits that will later rome to 
existing people:, but also across the: lives of all future gen
erations. In this chapter we consider the arguments for 
such a dUcount rate and conclude' that the:y are not sound. I 

TIle Effect of Discount Rates 

1bcrc: are rwo primary methods of choosing a social dis
count rate. The: first method uses the marginal real rate of 
return OIl private capital as a ptoxy fo.. the: opportuniry 
cost of postponed consumption. One well-known study 
estimated such rates of returns at 12.41 percent.1 After 
adjusting thc:se returns for risk premiums, discount rates 
of between 5 and 10 percent are rypically generated. The 
second method estimates the social rate of time preference 
by examining the real rate of return on the almost riskless 
obligations of the U.S. Treasury. This procedure usually 

. generates discount rates berween 1 and 2 percent. 
If we arc considering the further future, the choice of a 
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Table 7.1 
Estimated Number of Future Benefits Equal to One 
Present Iknefit Based on Difterent Discount Rates 

Years in 
the Future 1% 3% 5% 10% 

30 1.3 2.4 4.3 17.4 
50 1.6 4.3 11.4 117.3 

100 2.7 19.2 131.5 13,780.6 
500 144.7 2,621,877.2 39,323,261,827 4.96 x 10'0 

discount rate has a significant dlect on our evaluation of costs and ben
efits. Table 7.1 shows how many future benefits are, at various discount 
rates, worth as much as one present benefit 

Suppose the benefits in question are lives saved. According to a locial 
discount rate, a single present life may be worth more than one: million 
lives in the future. With a rate of 1 percent, these million lives must be 
far in the future: nearly 1,400 years. With a rate of 10 percent, the 
distance need only Ix 145 years. 

Why should costs alld benefits receive less weight, simply because they 
arc furthe:r in the future? When the future comes, these benefits and msts 
will be no less real. Imagine finding out thar you, having just reached 
your rwel1ry-first birthday, must s(x)o die of cancer because one evelling 
Clc:opatra wanted an (xtra helping of dessert. How could this be justified? 

Many arguments have been proposed. 

Non-ewnomic AcgulllCnts 
The Are",,",,1 fr- J)mfIKr"'! 

Many people care les~ about the· further future. Some writers claim that, 
if this is true of most of the adult citizens of some democratic country, 
this country's government ought to employ a social discount rate. If its 
electorate docs care less about the further future, a democratic govcrn
ment ought to do so as well. Failure to do so would be paternalistic, or 
authoritarian. 

To asseS! this argument, we must distinguish two questions: (I) As a 
community, may we usc a SOl:ial discount rate? Are we morally justified 

. in being less concerl1ed about the more r(mote dICcts of our social 

.policies, al S()ole rate ufn percent per year? (2) (fmost ofouc commwliry 
answer yes to question (I), ought our govemment to override this ma-
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jority view? 1'he Argument from Democracy applies only to question 
(2). J To questioo (1), which is our concern, the argument is irrelevant. 
1'he point migbt be put 1ike this. A democrat believes in cenain con

stitutional arranganents_ These provide his or her answer to question 
(2). How could aconunitment to democracy give the democrat an answer 
to question (I)? Only ifbc or she assumes that what the majority want, 
or believe to be right, must 1M right. But no sensible democrat assumes 
this. Suppose that some majority want to wage an aggressive war, or 
care oodHng about the slaughter of innocent aliens. This would nor show 
that tbey are right not to care. In the same way, even if most of us do 
care less about the more rc:nXlte effects of our social policies, and believe 
such Jessa cona:m to be morally justitic:d, this cannot show that it is 
justified. Whatever most of LJ5 want or believe, this moral question re
maUuopen. 
It may be objc:cted; ''In some: cases, this is not a moral question. Suppose 

that, in some referendum, we vore for a social policy that win affect only 
ourselves. And 5llPJlO5C that, because we care less about what wiu happen 
to us later, we VOle tor a policy that wiu bring us bendits now ar the 
cost of greater burdens later. This policy is against our interests. But 
since this po1icy wiu affect only ourselves, we cannot be acting wrongly 
in voting for it. We can at most Ix acting irrationally." 

On the assumptions that most of us accept, such daims would provide 
some defense: of the social discount rate. But the defense seldom applies. 
Most social poIkies win affect our children, as well as ourselves. If some 
policy would IX against the interests of our children, this could be enough 
to make it wrong. Similar remarks apply to the interestS of those people 
who lII'e not yet born. It is a moral question how moch weight we ought 
to give to the iaterests of these people. When those affected have no 
vote, the appeal to democracy provides no answer. 

The AIlI"-froM ProImbiIity 
It is otten claimed that we should discount more remote effects because 
they are less likely to occur" This argument also confuses two questions: 

1. When a pttdiction applies to the funher future, is it less likely to 
be com:ct? 

2. [f some pttdiction is correct, may we give it less weight because 
it app1ies [() the funher future? 

The answer t() (1) is otten yes. But this provides no argument for 
answering yes to (2). Suppose we are deciding whether to cease or 
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increase oor use of nuclear energy. We are coosidering possible acci4ents 
from the disposal of nuclear wastes, with estimates of predicted deaths 
from escaped radiarioo. In a small accident, such deaths might all remain 
statistical, Ifl the sense that we would never know which panicular deaths 
this accident had caused. When considering possible accidents, we must 
think far into the future, since some nuclear wastes remain radioaltive 
for thousands of yean. According to a social discount rate of 5 pcro.:ent, 
one statistical death flCxt year counts for more than a biUion deatlls in 
four hundred years. O>mpared with causing the singlt death, it is morally 
less important if our chosen policy causes the biUion deaths. This con· 
clusion is outrageous. The billion people would be kiUcd funher rn the 
future. But this cannot justify the claim that, compared with killing the 
single person, we woo1d Ix acting less badly if instead we killed a billion 
people. 

The Argument from Probability docs nor lead to this conclusion. It 
cou1d at most lead to a different conclusion, We know that if radiation 
escapes next year, we will have no adequare defense. We may believe 
that, over the next fixlr centuries, some: kind of oounterrnc:asure Will be 
invented, or some: cure. We may thus believe that if radiation escapes in 
four hundred years, it will then be much kss likely to cause deaths. If 
we are my optimisric, we may think this a billion times less likely. This 
would be a different reason for discounting, by a factor of a billion, 
deaths in four hundred years. We would na be making the outrageous 
claim that if we. do cause such deaths, eadl of these deaths maners a 
billion times less thall a death next year. We would instead be claiming 
that these mote remote deaths are a billion times less likely to occur. 
This would be why in our view we need hardly Ix concerned about the 
escape of radiation ia four hundred years. If we were right to claim that 
such deaths are a billion times less likely, that conclusion would Ix 
justitic:d. Deaths that do not occur, whether now or in four hundred 
years, do not matter. 

This example iUustrates a general point. We ought to discount those 
predictions that are more likely to Ix false. Call this a Probabilistic Dis
count Rate. Predictions about the funher future are more likely to be 
false. So the two kinds of discount rate, temporal and probabilistic, 
roughly correlate. But they are quite ditlen:nt. It is therefore a mistake 
to discount lor time rllther than lOr probability. One objection is that 
this misstates our moral view. It makes us claim not that more remote 
bad corncquences arc less likely, but that they are less imponant. This 
is not oor real view, 
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Anotha objecrion is that the twodisrount rates do not always coincide:. 
Predictioas about the funher future do not decrease in cenainty at some 
constant rate of" percent per year. Indeed, when applied to the further 
future, 11Wly predictions are ~ likely to be trUe. (Consider the pre
dictions that some policy will have changed, or that cenain resources 
will have been exhausted.) Ifwe discount furtime rather than probability 
we may thus be led to what, even on our own assumptions, are the wrong 
condusioas. 

The A~ TbM o.r S- Will Be Better Off 
It is sometimes claimed that we should discount effectS on furore gen
erations because they will be better off than we are. 5 When benefin or 
cOsts come to people who arc better off, there are good reasons fur giving 
them less weight. If we measure these bendits and costs in terms of 
raourccs., we can appeal to a nonutilitarian distributive principle. Benefits 
that are upuUly great, when recc:ived by people who are better off, may 
be plausibly claimed to have less moral importance. 
1bcse t\'K) arguments, though good, do not justifY a social discount 

rate. The pound fur discounriitg these furore benefits is not that tIlcy 
come funtIcr in the future, but that they wi. corne to people who \Viii 
be better off. Once again, we should say what we mean. And the ror

relation is Again imperfect. Some of our successors wiD not be bettcrolt" 
than we are now. When applied to these people, the arguments just given 
fail to apply. 

The A'BJ'lIImt friJm Excmiw StKrifiu .. fr- E,IUIiUy 
By bearing costs now, we can give our successors greater benefits. for 
example, it we reinvest, rather than consume, the resulting benefits may 
in the end be greater. If we believe that our aim should be to maximize . 
the total sum of benefits, and we give equal weight to benefits in Ihc 
funher future, the oplimal rate of saving could be very high. We may 
seem moraDy required 10 choose policies that would impose great sacrilio:c 
on the present generation. 

If these llXIuirements seem to us excessive, we may again' be led, in JI1 

attempt to avoid them, to discount effects in the further furore. A typj(aJ 
statement runs: We dearly need a discount rare for theoretical reasDJIS· 
Otherwise my small increase in benefits that extends far into the futufC 
might denund any amount of sacrifice in the present, because in ti/llC 
the benefits would outweigh the cost. 
The same objections apply. If this is why we adopt a social disc()llllt 
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rate, we shall be misstating what we believe. Our belief is not that the 
importance of future benefits steadily declines. It is rather that no gen
eratiOn can be mocally required to make more than cenain kinds of 
sacrifice for the sake of furore generations. And this is pan of a more 
general view, which has nothing to do with time. On this view, no one 
is reqllired to make great sacrifices merely to benefit others. If this is 
what we believe, this is what should intbence our decisions. 
If instead we express our view by adopting a social discount rate, we 

can be led needlessly to implausible conclusions. Suppose that, at the 
_ present cost, we could prevent either a minor catastrophe: in the 
nearer furore, or a major catastrophe in the funher furore. Since pre
venting the major catastrophe would invulve no extra cost, the Argument 
from Excessive Sacrifice fails to apply. But if we take: that argument to 
justifY a discount rare, we shall be led to (.-onclude that the greater ca
tastrophe is less worth preventing. 

A c1usely related argument appeals to the daims of equality. If we aim 
for the greatest net sum of benefits over rime, this may rl!quin: a vc:ry 
unequal distribution between different generations. We may wish to deny 
that there ought to be such inequality. And we can avoid this conclusion, 
in some: cases, if We discount later benefits. But, as Rawls points out, 
this is the wrong way to avoid this conclusion." If we believe: that such 
inequality would be unjust, we should not simply aim tor the greatest 
net sum of benefits. We should have a second moral aim: that these 
benefits be fairly shared between ditlcrent generations. To our principle 
of utility we should add a principle about tair distribution. This more: 
accurately states our real view. And it removes our reason ti)r discounting 
later benefits. 

TIN Argu"';"t fr- Special ReIRtiom 
Some utilitarians claim that each person sllOuld give equal weight to the 
interesls of everyone. This is not what most people believe. According 
to commonsense morality, we ought to give some weight to the interests 
of strangers. But there arc cenain people to whom we either mayor 
shOUld give some kinds of priority. Thus we are morally permitted to 
give some: kinds of priority to our own interests. And there arc cenain 
people to whose interests wc ought to give sonlC kinds of priority. These 
are the people to whom we stand in cenain special rdations. Thlls each 
Jlc:rson ()ught to give sonIC kinds of priority to the interests of hi~ or her 
Children, parents, pupils, patients, constituents, and tdlow citizens. 

Such a view naturally applies to the etl<:crs of our acts on future gen-
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erations. Our inuncdiate successors will be our own children. According 
to common iCiIsc, we ollght to give ro their welfare special weight. And 
we have simJJar, if weaker, obligations to our children's childrcn. Similar 
daims seem plausible at the community level. Most people beJieve thn 
d1cir government ought to be especially concerned about the interests 
of its own (itizcns. It would be natural to claim that it ought to be 
cspcciaJJy cooccrned about the future children of its citizens, ;md, to a 
lesser (fcgrcc, about their grandchildren. 
Such claims might support a new kind of discount rate. We would 

be discounting here not for time itself, but for ~grccs of kinship. But 
at least thc:s: two relations cannot radically diverge. Our grandchil· 
dren cannot all be born bdore all our children. Since the corrclariOll 
is, here, more secure, wr might be tCffipted to employ a standard dis
count rate. As before, this would not be justilicd. For one thing, OIl 

any discounc rate, more remote dfccts always count for less. But a 
discount rate with respect to kinship should at some point cease to 
appJy.7 We ought to give some weight to the effects of our acts OIl 

mere strangers. We ought not to give less wright to dfccts on our 
own dcsccndants. 

Nor should such a discount rate apply to aJl kinds of effeCts. Con· 
sider this comparison. Perhaps the United States government ought in 
general to give priority to the welfare of its own citizens, But this 
docs not apply to the infliction of grave hamu. Suppose this govern· 
mait decided to reswnc atmospheric nuclear tests. If it predicts that 
the rcsuJting fallout would cause several ~aths, should it discount the 
~ of aliens? Should it thcrcforc move thac tests from Nevada to 
the South Pacific, so that those kiJlcd would not be Americans? I~ 
sCans clear tlIat, in such a case, the special relations make no moral 
difference. We should take the same view about the harms that we 
may impose 00 our remote successors. 

Economic Arguments 

We now cxaRline the arguments fur discounting that ate most populat 
aRlOOg economists: the. appeal to opportunity (o5ts, and to time pref
erence. Unlike the arguments discussed so far, these acgwncnts do appeal 
to consi{fcrations that arc essentially about time. If they were sound, 
these argumcots would provi{fc dirC<."I support for the social discount 
rare. And, unlike the previous arguments, they would provi~ some 
guidance on how Steep the discount rate should be.· 
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The A'8"-fr- Oppart,mity Cofts 

It is sometimes bc:tter to receive a benefit earlier, since this benefit can 
then be used to produce further benefits. An investment that yields a 
return next year will be worth more than the same return arriving in ten 
years if the earlier return can be profitably reinvested over these ten years. 
When we add in the extra benefits tium til is reinvestment, the total sum 
of benefits will be grcarer. A similar argument covers certain kinds of 
cost. The: ~Jaying of some benefits involves opportunity costs. 

In the Janguage of economics, this argument asserts that thc rate of 
discount should be determined by the marginaJ rate of transfonnation 
betwccn goods today and goods tomorrow in the produ'-"Iive sa."Ior of 
the economy-that is, the marginal product of capital. Positive dis· 
counting is justified by an appeal to the positive marginal productivity 
of capital. 
1be Argument trom Opportunity Cosli errs in taking the nurginal 

productivity of capital as exogenous to other social decisions. In tact, 
the l"IlaI&inai productivity of capital depends on other social dccisi(ms, 
most notably the rommunity's rate of sa~ings. If the rate of sa~ings is 
dctCnnincd by how we discount the future, the productivity of capital 
cannot be invoked as an independent detcrminant of the discount rate. 
Instead, the choice of discount rate determines the marginaJ productivity 
of capillI. 
Un~r the assumptions usually employtd by economists, additional 

increments of capinl (additional savings) bwer capital's marginaJ prod
uct. Eam successive unit of capital invested creates less additional future 
OUtput than the pm:c:ding unit. Consider investments that do nOl: yield 
returns until the next generation. As long as the marginal ratc of return 
on capinl exceeds the intergeflCl"ationai rate of discount, additional capital 
should be saved and invested. For instance, if capital yields 5 percent 
and we arc wiJIing to trade off present for future consumption at 4 
percent, additional capital should be invested because future returns ex
ceed our rate of discount. Optimality is achieved only when the rate of 
return on capital cqllaJs the discount rate applied to future ClHlSumption. 

A zero rate of intergenerational discount thus implies the accumulation 
of capital for int~gcnerational invesmtcnts until the marginal product 
of such capital equals zero. In this case, the marginal rate of return on 
capital can no longer be used to justity a positive rate of intergcnerational 
discount. At the optimum point suggested by the moral principle of zero 
discounting of coruumjxion streams, the marginal product of capital is 
also zero . 
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It may nor be possible, however, for the marginal rate of return on 
capinl to reach 1.CfO. 1be economists' assumption of diminishing mar
ginal productivity could be wrong. Or some other constraint may prevent 
attainment of a zero marginal rate of return on capital.9 In this case 
capinl will yield a positive marginal rate of return, whether we like it or 
nor. The A.gument from Opportunity Costs may then apply. 

Even hcn:, however, the argwnent fails. Although cenain opportunity 
l."OSts do inause over time, it miscepre:sents our moral reasoning to treat 
rhc:se opportunity costs in tenus of a social discount rate. 'These costs 
should be considered directly. If instead we express these costs in terms 
of a discount rak, we can bt led astray. 

We may be led, for exampk, to confuse benefits that will bt reinvested 
with bcndits dw are merely consumed. When bc:ndits to bt consumed 
are received later, this may Involve no opportunity costs. Suppose we 
are deciding whether to build some airport. Since this airpon wouJd 
dcstnJy a fine stretch of countryside, we would lose the benefit of enjoying . 
this natural beauty. If we do not build the proposed airport, we and our 
successors would enjoy this benefit in evety future year. According to a 
social discount rate, the bc:ndits in later years count for much less than 
the benefit next year. How could an appeal to opportunity costs justify 
this? The benefit received I1CXt year-our enjoyment of this natural 
beauty-cannot Ix profitably reinvested. 

Nor Can such all argument apply to those costs that are merely "con
swnCd." Suppose we know that a certain policy curies some risk of 
causing genetic deformities. The argument cannot show that a genetic 
deformity next year ought to count ten times as much as a defurmity in 
twenty years. 1be most that could be claimed is thu. We might decide. 
that fur each child so affected, the large sum of l dollars would provide 
adequate compensation. If we were going to provide such compensation, 
the prescnt cost of ensuring this would be much greater for a dcfonnity 
caused next year. We would now have to set asidf almost the full It 
dollars. A mere tenth of this SIJffi, if set aside now and profitably invested, 
might yield in twenty years what· would then be equivalent to l dollars. 
This provides one reason tor being less concerned now about detonnities 
in the further future. But the reason is not that such defonnities matter 
less. The reason is that it would now cost us only a tenth as much to 
ensure that, when such deformities occur, we would be able to provide 
compensation. This is a crucial difference. Suppose we know that we 
will not in fact provide compensation. This might be trut:, tOr instance, 
if we would nor bt able to identity those panicular genetic detonnities 
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that our policy had caused. This removes our rrason for being less COIl

cerned now about defonnities in later years. If we will not pay compen
sation for su(h detonnities, it becomes an irrelevant fact that, in the case 
of later detonnities, it would have been cheaper to ensure now that we 
could have paid compensation. But if this tact has led us to adopt a social 
discount rate, we may fail to notice when it Ilt:comes irrelevant. We may 
be led to assume that, even when there is no compensation, detOnnities 
in twenty years matter only a tenth as ~uch as deformities next year. 

The Ar:!I"'"t1I' fr-T~ 
We consider next a variant of the appeal to opponunity costs; exami
nation of th~ claim funher illustrates the problems with that argument. 
Consider consumption units, which we can either eat now or plant in 
the ground for a positive return. The Argument tium Transtonnation 
proceeds as follows: 

I. 1.05 units in period rwo are better than I unit in period two; 
2. I unit in period one can be transformed into 1.05 units in period 

two. 
1berefore, 
3. I unit in period one is better than I unit in period rwo. 

This argumrnt is invalid. The move from (I) md (2) to (3) confuses 
the two relations "can be transformed into" and "is as good as." It may 
be possible to transfonn a frog into a prince, but this does not imply 
that a frog woo stays a frog is as good as a prince. III Although I unit 
received in ptriod one cm be transtormed (through investmcnt) into 
1.05 unirs consumed in period rwo, I unit consumed in period one and 
1.05 unirs consumed in period rwo are mutually exclusive alternatives, 
just like the frog and the prince, Transk)nnation may involve an increase, 
a decrease, or no change in value, b.ut there is no presumption of any 
initial equivaknce in value if the transtonnation does not take place. 
The comparison berween receiving a consumption unit in period one 

and receiving a consumption unit in period rw() can be broken down 
into mutually exclusive alternatives. If the first-ptriod consumption unit 
is receivl.od and invested, we receive 1.05 units t()r period two; this is 
clearly better than initially receiving only I consumption unit t()r period 
two. But this dominance relation does not imply that first-period COtI

s"lnptiml (the mutually exclusive alternative to first-period investment) is 
also better than Sl:cood-pcriod consumption. ' 

The confusi(Jn between the relations "can be rransl()rmed into" and "is 
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as good aa" is not the only problem with this argwncnt. The argument 
also ignores the possibility of investing the second-period consumption 
unit for period time. Although 1 consumption unit in period one can 
yield LOS units for the period-two generation, 1 unit in period two 
could yidd 1.05 units in period three for the next generation. 

For any investment opportunity for period" given by current receipt . 
of a COIlSIlI1lption unit, there exists an equivalent investment opportunity 
for period" + 1 given by receipt of a consumption unit one period 
later_ Wirhout some prior argument that cooswnption units should be 
discounted across generations, possessing this investment opportmity 
in period " cannot be considered superior to possessing the same 0p

portunity in period" + 1. With a finite horizon, of course, resources 
in the current period give us one more option than resources in the !lext 
period for any decision concerning the ftIUIJ period. Nonetheless, current 
resoun:cs u-e more valuable than future resources only in the special (ase 
when current resources are invested and not consumed until the tina! . 
period of time. 

In summary, the opportunity costs detcnnincd by the marginal product 
of capital do indeed strUCtUre society's available options, but they do not . 

s~ a social discount rate. II If marginal rates of substitution and 
marginal rates of transformation do not concur, the marginal rate of 
substitution should be given priority. 

There arc other versions of the appeal to opportunity costs, which 
we cannoc consider here. But the central issue is, we believe, simple. 
When dacribing the effects of future policies; economists could de
scribe the future benefits and costs in a way that used no discount 
rate. The argwncnts that appeal to opportunity costs could be fully 
stated in these temporally neutral terms. We believe that, on any im-

. portant policy question, this would be a better, because less mislead
ing, description of the alternatives. It would make it easie:r to reach 
the right decision. 

Tis Arg_ fr- Positive TiMe Preform« 
·Anodtc:r traditional argument for discounting appeals to the fact that 
most PCOf>1e prefer [0 receive: benefits sooner rathe:r than later. In 
some cases this preference is de:arly rational. By choosing to receive 
benefits earlier, we sometimes make: the:m greater, or more certain. 
But many people: have a pure time preference. They preler benefit> [0 

corne c:arllCr even when they know that this will make them smaller; 
and they postpone costs or burdens even when they know that this 
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will make them greate:r. We incline to the view that this attitude is 
irrational. 11 

Even if this attitude is not irrational, it cannot justifY an interge:ner
ational discount rate. Perhaps individuals may rationally prefer 
smaller benefits, because they are in the nearer future. But this argu
ment has no nell step. Pure time preterence within a single: lile does 
not inply pure time preference across different lives. Abstinence from 
conswnption does not involve waiting when consumption is post
poned across gtnc:ratio~. Such abstmtion cannot be a meaningful 
bad for people who are not yet born; in the meantime, nobody is 

Jefi: waiting. 

Tis ArgUMnII fr- TnursitiPily 

It might be suggested that by appcaJing to the transitivity of the relations 
~better than" and "as good as" we: can bridge the gap betwec:n til1!le 
preference within lives and across lives. The argument might be presented 
as follows: 

1. UPacket40 (1997, John) = UPacket40 (1997, Jim) 
2. UPacket40 (1995, John) > UPacket40 (1997, John) 
3. UPacket40 (1995, John) > UPacket40 (1997, Jim) 

1bc: number following UPacket refers to a quantity of utility, and the 
information within the parentheses retCrs to the year the utility is enjoyed 
and the person who receives the utility. The: symbol> l1!leans ~prefe:rre:d 
to," and the symbol ~ means "as gooJ as." 

This argument attempts to derive (I) from utilitarianism, (2) from 
positive time preference within asinglc: life, and (3) from transitivity . 
But the conclwion does not fOllow. The argument is Hawed because 
(1)-(3) contain two different and conflicting notions of utility. 
There are two ways of viewing choice among alternatives. Either an 

individual's ordinal choices always coincide with higher numerical CRr
tlirtRI utility for this individual, or they do not. 

Consider the: first assumption. If the ordinal rankings detennined by 
John's time prderence· coincide: with the: rankings offe:red by a com
parison of numerical utilities, diim (2) requires. revision. If one utility 
pac"et is prefe:rred to anothe:r, the:y cannot both be represented by the: 
same numerical magnitude. 13 The utility packet un the left· hand side 
of (2) must be assigne:d a dilfe:rent cardinal number than the utility 
pac"et on the Ie:ft-hand side: of (I). It must be worth, not 40, but 
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some: higher value, such as 42. (1) and (2) would thus read as 
toUoWS: 

la. UPacket40 (1997, John) = UPackct40 (1997, Jack) 
2a. UPacket42 (1995, John) > UPackct40 (1997, John) 
We an then denve: 
3a. UPacm42 (1995, John) > UPadct40 (1997, Jack) 

But thls condusim does not express a positive discounting of utility. 
Instead, it simply states that a greater amount of utility now is preferable 
to a smaller amount of utility later. It does not deny the original claim 
(3) UPacket40 (1995, John) = UPacket40 (1997, Jack), the daJItl that 
rejects the interpelSOllai discounting of utility. 

Next consider the second kind of theory, where cardinal utilities may 
ditfcr fiom a person's ordinal choices. John's receipt of the utility packet 
in 1995 is now valued at 40, rather than 42, as in (2a). When John 
peeters the utility packet in 1995 to the utility packet in 1997, our theory 
of utility no longer implies that the preferred packet is worth a greater 
sum (42) and the inferior packet is worth a lesser sum (40). Instead, we 
say mar both utility packets are worth 40, but that John hapflCllS to 
prefer 40 in 1995 to 40 in 1997. 

On this second view, if cardinal utilities and ordinal rankings contradict 
each other, cardinal utilities are given primty in the social welfare func
tion.'· In this case, however, the preference relation expressed in (2) no 
longer expresses a social ranking. Although our approach to utility theory 
has stipulated that social rankings are derived from cardinal utilities, (2) 
derives a social ranking from ordinal preferences. If we consistently de
termine social rankings by cardinal utilities, (2) bec~ an indifkrence 
relation. The correct sequence of relations would proceed thus: 

lb. UPacket40 (1997, John) = UPackct40 (1997, Jim) 
2b. UPacket40 (1995, John) == UPackct40 (1997, John) 
3b. UPacket40 (1995, John) = UPackct40 (1997, Jim) 

The objection to discounting is again confirmed. Transitivity does not 
allow 11£ to bridge the gap between discounting within a life and dis
counting across different lives. 

The Argument from Time Preference assumes that, because individuals 
sometimes act cavalierly toward their own future, we ought analogously 
to discount the utilities ofodler generations in the future." But if people 
were like Proust's characters and wished to postpone pleasures into the 
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future, would this imply that benefits lor future generations ought to 
count for more than present benefits? '6 

Altruism and Bequests 

We have examined only conflicting interests Ix.-rwL-en different genera
tions; in the above scenarios a fixed quantity of wnsumpriol1 units or 
utilities arc available f~r distribution. In reality, parents 11£ualty possess 
some degree of altruism tOr their descendants. The explicit incorporation 
of altruism into a model of generations, however, does not tundannentally 
alter the problem or our argumenl5. We now examine two arguments 
that suggest that altruism provides grounds against a zero rate of inter
generational discount. One argument suggests that present generations 
hive too little influence over discount rates; the other suggests that 
present generations a'-1:ing through liunily relationships have so much 
influence over intergenerational alkxations that the intergenerational rate 
of discount chosen in other decision contexts does not maner. 

The Argument from Double Counting claims that in the presence of 
altruism, a zero rate of intergenerational discount places too much weight 
on the interests of future generations. The interests of future generations 
are counted il5 equal to the interests of rhe present generation because 
of the zero discount rate; the interests of luture generations also receive 
additional weight through the altruISm of the present generation. What 
this argument calls double counting, however, appears to be a proper 
counting of interests. If a person benefits from the rescue of his lx.-st 
friend, for instance, it is not double counting to consider as benefits both 
the value of the lile saved and the value of the friendship to the other 

pirty. 
The Argument from OffSc:ning Translers docs not challenge the nor

mative validity of a zero rate of discount, but instead challenges its 
practical significance. As long as generations are linked by a series of 
altruistic be<juest motives, it is argued, any anempt to redistribute re
sources across generations will be reversed by a change in voluntary 
intergenerational rransters. '7 Although the use of a zero ran: of discount 
may appear to increase the well·being of future generations, the present 
generation will ottSct this ctfect by decreasing the time, resources, and 
money devoted to helping descendants. 

Assume, for instance, that a lather plans to devote $200,000 to his 
son's upbringing and edlK3rion. Use of a zero intergenerarional rate of 
discount, hHwever, leads to a policy rlur takes $ 10,000 from each member 
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of the father's generation to yield $10,000 <plus epsilon) for each member 
of the 1011'S generation. Given certain assumptions, it can be shown that 
the fatner's utility·maximizing response decreases his transfer to his son 
by 10,000 to $190,000, undoing the intergenerationa1 redistribution 
suggested by the zero discount rate. If this argument holds, our choice 
of discount rate for collective decisions may have little practical signifi
cance. Offsetting changes in voluntary intergenerational transfers would 
allow the present generation to apply whatever rate of discount it chooses 
to furun: generations.'· 
TIle Argument from Offsetting Transfers relies on special assumptions 

that do not always hold true. First, it ISSUffieS that all persons have 
children, as those without descendants would not be able to perform 
offsetting voluntary transfers. Second, 0; ante voluntary transfers are 
asSumed to exceed the redistributions caused by policy transfers; oth
erwise no sufficient offsetting adjustment would be possible. Perllaps the 
most wlnerable assumption, however, is that changes in voluntary in
tergenerarional transfers are cosdess. 

Changes in the size of transfers wiD not be cosdess if persons enjoy 
giving for its own sake. 'The model of oIfsc:tting transfers assumes diat 
parma care only about the size of the transfers their children receive 
and nor about the source of these transfers. According to this argument, 
parent! do not regard a parental gift of $200,000 as preferable to the 
child receiving all or pan Of this sum from other parties. But this surely 
misstates the narote of parental altruism; parents desire their child's wel
fare but also wish that they are the source of this welfare; that is, they 
enjoy giving to their children. 19 The parmtal joy of giving implies that 
reductions in involuntary intergenerational transfers might have signif
icant costs, and that such reductions might not be used to undo redis
tributions toward furore generations. 

The Argument from Offsetting Transltrs corrects the idea tbat any 
. desired intergenerational allocations can always be achieved simply by 

redistributing wealth. The argument does not, however, show that a 
social discount rate has no practical consequences. 

We have discussed several arguments tOr the social discount rate. None 
succ«ds. At most, these arguments might justity using such a nte as a 
crude rule of thumb. But this rule would often go astray. It may often 
be mon1ly permissible to be less concerned about the more remote etJecrs 
of our social policies. But this would never be because these effects are 
more remote. Rather it would be because they are kss likely to occur, 
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or would be effects on people who arc better off than we are, or because 
it would be cheaper now to ensure compensation, or it would be tOr 
one of the other reasons we have given. All these different reasons need 
to be stated and judged separately, on their merits. If we bundle them 

. together in a social discount rate, we make ourselves morally blind. 
Remoteness in time roughly -correlates with a whole range of morally 

important facts. So does remoteness in space. Those to whom we have 
the greatest obligations, our own family, often live with us In the same 
building. We often live close to those to whom we have other special 
obligations, such as our clients, pupils, or patients. Most of our fellow 
citizens live closer to us than most aliens. But no one suggests that, 
because there are such correlations, we should adopt a spatial discount 
rate. No one thinks that we would be morally justified if we cared kss 
about the long-range effects of our ",:ts, at some rate of II percent per 
yard. The te~ral discount rate is, we believe, as little justified. 

When the other arguments do not apply, we ought to be equally con
cerned about the predictable effects of our acts whether the!e wiu occur 
in one, or a hundred, or a thousand years. This has great importance. 
Some effects are predictable even in the distant furore. Nuclear wastes 
may be dangerous for thousands of years. And some of our 3l:ts have 
permanent effi:cts. This would be so, for instance, of the destruction of 
a species. or of much of our enviromnc:nt, or of the irreplxeable parts 

of our cultural heritage. 
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Consequentialism Implies a Zero 
Rate of I~tergenerational Discount 

TYLER COWEN 

In chapter 7, Derek Partit and I exunined £he argumenrs 
IlSCd to justify a positive rate of intergencrarional discounr; 
we concluded mat these argumenn do nor succeed. Ar
guments based on positive time preference wimin lives, 
positive marginal producriviry of capital, the uncenainry 
of the furun:, and theories of moral obligation do nor 
suffice to rationalize positive discounting. Costs and ben
efits borne by furure generations slDuld be weighted on 
an equal par wim cos(s and benefin born by persons in 
the present.' 

Here I present an axiomatic argument for a zero inter
generational fate of discount. I use £he merhod of social 
c1Dice theory by presenting a number of simple axiOms 
and demonstrating the conclusions that neCessarily follow. 
If we consider me axioms reasonable, we must also accept 
£he conclusiom. The fOur axioms mat generate a zero rate 
ofintergenerational discount are: (lJ Pareto indifference, 
(2 J transitiviry of indifference, (3) person neurraliry wimin 
geaerations, and (4) well-defined preferences across living 
in differenr eras. 

The argument for a zero rate of illtergenerational dis
cOllnt, however, holds only to me eXlrnt that we are con
sequentialists. I define consequentialism as the set of moral 
theories that attempts to evaluate and compare 04tcornes. 
We might instead evaluate policies in terms of rights and 
duties. But an intergenerational rate of discount would 
men become difficult to define, becmse we would no 
longer be tradillg otf changes in outcomes at the margin. 
Mytramework contains no room tor rights and duties, not 
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because I wish to argue for or against consequentiaJism, but because I 
wish to show irs implications. 

I now discuss each axiom in derail. First, Pareto indifference states mat 
two situations are equally good if the same two situations are equally 
good for all persons involved. In other words, we should be indillerent 
toward policies that hann no one and benefit no one. 2 

Amarrya Sen, among omers, has challenged the principle of Pareto 
indifference by considering siruations wim equal utilities that differ in 
some omer morally relevant fashion. Persons might be happy, for in· 
sta/lCe, because £hey possess base motives, such as enjoying the misforrune 
of orhers.· Creating happiness through base motives might nor be as 
good, all thin~ considered, as creatillg an equal amount of happiness 
mrough love. We might have erhical grounds tor preferring happiness 
creued mrough love over happiness created through malice, even if the 
two emot~ons produce the same amount of utiliry; Sen strases the im· 
portaIKe of what he calls "non-weltwt" values. 

Examples such as Sen's are well-tuen exceptions to the principle of 
Pareto indifference. When I use the Pareto indifference axiom, however, 
£he different situations I am comparing do not diller obViOUSly with 
respect to non·welfarist values. Persons consUme a single homogenous 
good across different generational eras. Within this conten, I simply 
assume mat if a person is subjecr to an inconvenience and simliitaneously 
compensated for this inconvenience, no one is worse off. Paretian in
difference appears an entirely reasonable axiom within the: context I 
comider. 

The second axiom, £he rransitiviry of indifference , states that if situation 
A is equally good as siruation B, and B is equally good as siruation C, 
A must be equally good as C. As with the first axiom, the transitiviry of 
indifference need not always hold. Consider the Sorites Paradox. A per
son may be indillerent between fifty and fifty·one grains of sugar in 
coffee, indifferent between fifty-one and fifty-two grains, indltlcrcnt be· 
tween ninery-nine and one hundred grains, and so on, but not inditlerent 
between fifty and one hundred grains. Imransitiviry arises because of 
fuzzy preti:rence rankings.· Transitive inditlerence is a bad assumption 
when imperceptible changes or fuzzy prdcrence rankings arc involved, 
but neither of these factors is presem in the issues examined here. 

The third axiom, person neutraliry within generations, sures that a 
benefit for one person is equally good as the same benefit hlr another 
person within the same generation'or time period, ceteris paribus. Grant· 
ing the same benefit to either Jones 01 Smith is equally good Similarly, 
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imposing the same: cost on either Jones (l' Smith is equaJly bad, The 
ceteris paribus dause rules out such fa'-1:OCS as asynunetricaJly distributed 
altruism. for example, that other citizens might be happier when Jones 
gets a benefit than when Smith gets the same: benefit. By treating all 
persons similarly within a time period, the person-neutrality axiom en
sures thaI any resulting asymmetrical treatment of persons is due to their' 
location in time. For the purpose 'Of the foJlowing discussion, benefits 
take the form of cardinal, inrerpersonally comparable utility. 
1bc fOurth axiom ~ that persons have well-defined preferences across 

living in <ift'erent eras. These preferences are wdI defined if persons would 
be willing to engage in permanent time travel in exchange for some 
amount of money ot resources. Although persons may prefer living in 
one era rather than another, a sufficiently large income or endowment 
differential equalizes their utility in different eras. I also define the concept 
of era indiIference, which applies to a person who requires no net increase: 
or decrease in endowments to switch eras. Persons who are era indifferent 
do not care when they live, provided. they rective the same: endowment. 5 

Preferences across eras can be made operational by the following 
thought experiment. If cryogenic treatments could be used to freeze 
persons and thaw than out many' years in the future (painlessly and 
riskJessly), how much compensation would persons require to undergo 
such treatJJlents? Unlik traditional uses of cryogenics, these treatments 
would be applied at the beginning of a person's life, and not at the cnd 
in an atten¥ to avoid or postpone death. Alternatively, we might con
sider a de novo thought experiment, which gathers all persons at the 
beginning of time and asks them to define their pCeferences across eras. 
Preferences across eras, however, do not require the operarionaJity of 
any thought experiment or method of time tnvel; persons need only be 
able to rant inhabitation of different eras, even if no actual choice is 
available. 

The axiomi of Pareto indifference, transitivity, intragenerational person 
neutrality, and weJl-defined preferences across eras, taken together, imply 
a zero rate of intergenerational discount. That is, one additional unit of 
utility fOr the current generation is equally good, all things considered, 
as one additional unit of utility tOr the future generation. A1thouSh both 
the axioms and the diagrammatical proof are defined across utilities, a 
similar proof can be <;onstructed across commodities or income as well. 
The underlying intuition behind the proof is the fOllowing. First, the 

presence of well-defined preferences across eras implies that we can con. 
duct thoughl experiments that switch persons and their utility endow-
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ments across eras. Of course, if era indifference does not hold, otlSetting 
compensation in terms of endowmrnts is required to preserve social 
indifference. Intragenerational person neutrality implies that it does not 
matter. which person in a given time: period receives a marginal change 
in utility. Combining these two results with the transitivity ofinditference 
allows the foUowing thought experiment: switch a person (the mover) 
and his utility forward in time, transfer one: unit of utility from the mover 
to another person in the movers new generation, and switdl the mover 
back to his initial generation, without the unit he has klSt (with com
pensation for the era switches but not for the lost unit of utility). 
We are back 10 where we statted, except that the future generation has 
one additional unit of utility, and the present generation has one 
unit less. -

At each stage in this process, the multing situation is socially as good 
as the preceding situation, so social indifference relations an: preserved. 
The initial and final situations differ only with respn't to whether the 
present or future generation receives an additional increment of utility. 
TIle derivation of inter generational neutrality from intragenerational neu
trality follows from the extension of individual preference space across 
eras and the transitivity of indifference relations. Neutrality across gen
erations becomes a natural extension of the traditional consequentialist 
belief in person neutrality within a single: generation. 

The above rtasoning can be reproduced diagrammatically, where the 
IetJer designates a situation or world state, the: row indicates the gen
eration or era a person belongs to, and the information in the parentheses 
indicates a person's identity, material endowment, and utility, in that 
order. Utility is a function of a person's material endowment and other 
nonmaterial sources of utility; in the example presented, we arc concerned 
with allocating nonmaterial sources of utility (fi)r example:, en~ironmental 
improvements) across-generations. For social rankings, of course, utilities 
and not material endowments matrer. 

We wish to \.umpare the two possible: outcomes A and E: 

A 
generation 2 (John: 20,40) 
generation 1- (James: 2 I, 41 ) 

E 
generation 2 (J ohn: 20, 4 I ) 
generation 1 (J ames: 21, 40) 

~ 
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Indifference across these two outcomes implies a zero rate of intergcn
erationaJ dUcount for utility, because we would not care if an additional 
increment of utility was given to the current generation (generation 1) 
or to the future generation. 

Now comider the following comparison between A and B: 

generatiOn 2 
generation 1 

A 

. (James: 21,41) 

B 

(John: 20, 40) 

generation 2 
generation 1 

(James: 21 + i, 41) (John: 20, 40) 

Here i may be either positive or negative and is the change in matenal 
mdowments required to keep James's utility at 41 after switching him 
to a new era. The existence of a finite i follows from well-defined pref
erences across eras, and we are indifferent bctwccn outcomes A and B 
because of Pareto indiffercnce.6 oUtcome A, of coursc:, is the outcome 
that results • generation 1 receives an additiooal unit of utility. 
Now consider oUtcome C, which takes a unit of utility from James aI1d 

gives it to John. 

C 
generation 2 (James: 21 + i,40) (John: 20,41) 
generation 1 

We arc indiflerent between B and C because ofintragenerational person 
neutrality. . 

Now consider world state D: 

D 
generation 2 (John: 20,41) 
gencratlon 1 (James: 21 + i + z, 40) 

Here z is ~ change in material endowments required tOr James to 
maintain a level of welfare of 40 afrer being shifted back to generation 
l. The existence of z follows from well-defined prderences across eras, 
and z may Ix: either positive or negati~. Of course, if a person has 
preferences only across the eras themselves and does not mind the process 
of switching, then i + z = 0. . 

We are indifferent between C and D because of Pareto indifteren<:e. 
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Transitivity implies that we are indifferent between A and D through 
the indifterence relations with B and C. Now wnsider world state E 
again: 

E 
gen~ration 2 (John: 20,41) 
ge~ration I (James: 21,40) 

E is equally good as D t:>ecause of Pareto inditlerence. That is, James 
~s not care if he receives a given amount of well-being through material 
endowments or dirc<:t1y through utility. 

The diftercnce betwccn A and E is the world state that results if we 
give an additional unit of utility to generation 2 instead of generation 
I. Sioce D has been shown to be e'lually good as A, and E is equally 
good as D, transitivity of indiftereocc implies that E is equally good as 
A, whi<:h implies a zero rate of intergenerational diS\:ount. We should 
not care whkh generation receives an additional iocrement of utility.? 

The above proof is not a knockdown argument ti.)r a zero rate of 
dis:ount. A non-consequentialist might simply refuse (0 ou:<:epr any of 
the: four axioms outlined above. Some: might believe that the alkxa
tionof intergenerational resources should be determined by Kanti.lIl 
duties and obligations, for instance, nther than by a comparison of out
comes. 

Policy analysts, however, use a wnsequentialist frameworl when per
forming cost-benefit studies. That is, poli<:y analysts try to tind the best 
outcome for society, measured by some standard such as utility, wealth, 
or Parctian optimality. Rejcl.'ting the axioms diS\:ussed abo"e implies a 
rejmion of policy analysis as a method, and nor merely the rejeaion of 
a 2Cro intergellCrational rate of discount. The afternativc to a zero in
tergenerationai rate of discount, then, is not a positivc rate of discount, 
but an unwillingness to evaluate OUKomes by comparing costs and 
benefits. 

Nor .. 

I. See Cowen aoJ Partit in thi. ""Iume. Rdcren.:e. 10 the rdennt literature can be 
I',und there. 

2. My examples assun'" that the number .nd the idenlitv "I' pcrSol)l1s Jre tixed, thus 
<voiding the wdl-known par adoxi .. 1 . results gener dted by Partit. Rtawm ,md 

".,."" ... 
3. Sen, ChoUt, WelfAre, alld MtlU14rmmlt, oilers a number "I' cSSJY' critical of 

()arctiani~nl. 
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4. Consider another example. l1tc fuzziness of rankiogs mighr imply an indiftcrtlKc 
relation when .:ompariDg-cirher Chopin's piallU nlU.ic or S.:huhen's piallU n .. sic 
ro Mahler's symphonie,. Even given rhis fuzz)' in<i,tlerencc ranking, we might srill 
lmaJuivo:ally preter Chopin's piano mu.ic [() S.:huben' •. 

5. Under pilre c:ra indifterelKc, living tium 1962 ro 19811 is equ.a1ly good as lil'ing 
from 2062 to 2088, gIVen equivak.~ll <'ndowmcnt •. PreterelKc, charanerizcu bv 
pure era iDdifterclKc c>hibir rime: prderelKc only across inr",'.ls wh<~, individuals 
arc IiviOil or cun,;,:io",. l1tcre mav be many re ... ~,ablc violari(ms of pure era 
indilkrcn<-':, however, A pen;on lila)' wish to haVt I1Xr IA..-d Byron or mav haw 
an acsrhc:ric preterelK' tOr belonging to a cenaiR generation. As long as tbese 
preteren..-cs are not leximgraphic, however, an inolifteren.:c point across eras will 
still exist; somc an,o",. 0/ wmpensatitm will indocc a pefS<M' to switch cras_ 

6. l1tc comrcnsati,m lOr ,witching eras Ill-ed nor alTwlly Corn< Inm1 anorher pe"'~l; 
it must .. Illy be rrtIC thu rhe outcome in whi<:h aoJdit;'m.a1 inc"n", um1pensates a 
person lOr moving is e~ually as goud ... , the pr< .... <..Jing work! stare. Gmlpensati(~l 
is trcate:d as manna lillm heaven, and it dill" not alla.T rhe prou/ if clmpc:nsati,m 
is not a<TUally a\'ailahk. l1tc seri, .. of work! starts with clmpensation are: , .. Iy 
midpoillli used lOr cullSrcocting an inditlO:rcncC: rdarion across rhe leasibk work! 

. stares resulting from the p<>1;':y choicc rhat gives oddiri<mal utiliry c:irher to gen· 
crarion 1 ar to ge:ncraroo 2. Whether rhese: midpoinrs are: teasibk """" not altclT 
the resulting indilkrc:nce: relation tx'tWeen two w,dd 'Tates rhat arc leasible. The: 
following analogy illustrates why Um1pensat;'lCl nc:td not be availabk I()f rhe pRlof 
to tl>llow _ We: might usc rransiriviry ro .:onclude: that if prc:sc:rving rhe Anw . ..,n 
IOrc:st is "IuaUy good as irrigaring toc Sahara and irrigating the Sahara is ''qually 
good as preserving Alllarcrica, tben pr<'SClVing tile Amazon is equally goOO as 
prc:scrving Antarcrica. If it later rums our that irrigaring rhe S.al1ara is very costly 
and then:tOrc: impossible: wirhout malllla from he.wn (akh(lugh still valued rhe 
same, if it couk! be achieved wirhout manna), this .Ioes not break rhe inditleren.:e 
relation between pre:seaving rhe: Aln3ZllCl and prc:strving Antarctica. 

7. Although the above argunxnr p<)f[rays e:ach person as inhabiting a single "ell· 
ddincd gme:ratioll, ilKo'p<lratMlCl of overlapping ge:nerations docs not afiCct the 
proof. The pruofduo. .. "'It rule illlt the exisrence ofotilc:r persons whose ge:nc:rarioos 
o"''flap or coincide:. The diagrammatical de:momtrarions assume only rhat me. 
future: will colltain pmple whu-do nor yet exisr. 

IX 
Intergenerational 

Inequality 

L A R R Y S. T E M KIN 

Views about the moral relations octween generations may 

be as varied, and as complex, as views about morality itsd!: 

Son1(: sec conflicting claims or illterests of ditlcrem gm· 

erations in utilitarian terms, whik others may sec the isslle 

in Aristotelian or Kantian terins. Still orhers may view tile 

issue in Nict".lSChean, Marxian, Rawlsian, or Nozickim 

terms. And of course there arc other views, including con· 

lrOKtualism, relativism, and nihilism. 

I am a pluralist. I believe there: is a kernel of tAlth to 

many moral views, including most of those noted abme. 

Correspondingly, I think the issue of the moral relatiolls 

between gencrati(lls is very complex. Indeed, (0 even pre· 

sem, mudl less argue tl)r, the many strengths and weak.· 

nesses of the relevant moral viLws lies well beyond _ rhe 

scope of a single chapter. Therefore, this chapter adopts d 

limitt.-d strategy. It IOcuscs on one moral ideal, equalif)', 

and raises various questions regarding that ideal. Unll)f

lUnately, even this limited strate~ requires addressing a 

surprisingly broad ser of issues and lactors. Morem'LT, 

given this limited strategy and th. nature of my inquiries, 

many of my results will themsekes be limited or cOlldi· 

tional. Still, I belic've this chaptcr serves several purp0S(:s. 

It reveals Ihat various answers might be given ro my ques· 

tions, which have imponanr implications Il)r the confliLt

ing c1aims(,.. interests ofditlcrenrgenerarions. In addition, 

in settling cenain questions, while raising and leaving oth

ers open, this chapter provi<les direction and helps lay the 

IllUndation Itlr tilture inquiries regarding the C(lllpkx 

topic of il1tergenerational inequality. 
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